Abstract: The second-order Meller-Plesset perturbation energy (MP2) and the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) correlation energy are increasingly popular post-Kohn Sham correlation methods. Here, a novel algorithm based on a hybrid Gaussian and Plane Waves (GPW) approach with the resolutionof-identity (RI) approximation is developed for MP2, scaled opposite-spin MP2 (SOS-MP2), and direct-RPA (dRPA) correlation energies of finite and extended system. The key feature of the method is that the three center electron repulsion integrals (mu nu broken vertical bar P) necessary for the RI approximation are computed by direct integration between the products of Gaussian basis functions mu nu and the electrostatic potential arising from the RI fitting densities P. The electrostatic potential is obtained in a plane waves basis set after solving the Poisson equation in Fourier space. This scheme is highly efficient for condensed phase systems and offers a particularly easy way for parallel implementation. The RI approximation allows to speed up the MP2 energy calculations by a fac- to O(N 4 ) in both cases. In addition to that, our implementations have low memory requirements and display excellent parallel scalability up to ten thousands of processes. Furthermore, exploiting graphics processing units (GPU), a further speed-up by a factor ∼ 2 is observed compared to the standard only CPU implementations. In this way, RI-MP2, RI-SOS-MP2 and RI-dRPA calculations for condensed phase systems containing hundreds of atoms and thousands of basis functions can be performed within minutes employing a few hundred hybrid nodes. In order to validate the presented methods, various molecular crystals have been employed as benchmark systems to assess the performance, while solid LiH has been used to study the convergence with respect to the basis set and system size in the case of RI-MP2 and RI-dRPA.
Introduction
Density Functional Theory (DFT) has become the most widely used quantum mechanical tool in chemistry and physics for predicting properties of materials ranging from molecules to condensed phase systems. The strength of DFT lies in a good compromise between accuracy and computational effort. In fact, existing implementations of DFT in its local and semi-local formulation display a computational complexity growing only O(N) − O(N 3 ), where N represents the system size.
However, going beyond these simple formulations is required to make significant progress on the way to high accuracy.
In this respect, Perdew et al. 1 have proposed a systematic classification of the existing approximate density functionals based on the information they employ. This classification is known as "Jacob's ladder". The fifth rung of the "Jacob's ladder" includes methods that make use of information from the occupied and virtual orbitals, and allows for taking into account the nonlocal dynamical electron correlation contributions, including the long-range van der Waals (vdW) dispersion interactions. Most of the 5 th rung approaches are based on either the random phase approximation (RPA), introduced in the framework of DFT via the so-called adiabatic-connection fluctuation-dissipation theorem (ACFD) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , or many body perturbation theory (MBPT) in the form of second-order Møller-Plesset (MP2) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] perturbation theory.
The drawback connected with these improved functionals is the computational cost, that grows significantly compared to standard DFT approaches of lower rung. In fact, even if low-order scaling methods exist [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , the formal computational effort scales between O(N 4 ) to O(N 5 ) with respect to systems size. Furthermore, these methods exhibit the same slow energy convergence as correlated wave-function methods due to the electron coalescence cusp [33] [34] [35] , implying that these calculations need larger basis sets than standard DFT to reach a similar convergence, unless explicitly correlated 36 or range separation 37, 38 methods are employed. These are the reasons that have impeded the widespread use of fifth rung density functional approaches, limiting their application to small size systems.
In order to perform these calculations with acceptable time to solution and to extend the applicability of these methods to larger systems, the development of efficient algorithms as well as computer implementations, suitable for massively parallel machines, are of prime interest. In this respect, the resolution of identity approximation (RI) has shown to be a powerful technique to reduce the prefactor and the scaling for both RPA and MP2 calculations [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] , furthermore several parallel MP2 and RI-MP2 implementations have been proposed [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] displaying good scalability up to few hundred cores, but none of them have been yet reported in the case of RPA.
Here, we present a novel algorithm for the resolution of identity approximation based on Gaussian and Plane Wave (GPW) approach. Of central importance in the RI approximation is the computation of the three center electron repulsion integrals of the type (µν|P) = ∑ R (µν|R)L PR . Within the GPW approach, the electrostatic potential is obtained in a plane wave basis set after solving the Poisson equation in Fourier space. This scheme is highly efficient, especially for condensed phase systems, and particularly suitable for parallel implementation, since the (µν|P) integrals can be computed in a communication free way simply by distributing independent (P| vectors over processes.
We apply the RI approximation to the computation of the MP2, scaled opposite-spin MP2 (SOS-MP2) 48, 63 and direct-RPA (dRPA) 49, 64, 65 correlation energies, for condensed and finite systems.
In the case of the computation of the MP2 energy the RI approximation reduces drastically the prefactor for the overall calculation, giving speed-ups, compared to standard implementations, up to a factor fifteen, but still retaining the formal O(N 5 ) scaling. On the other hand, in the SOS-MP2 and dRPA cases, the RI approximation not only speeds-up the calculation of the integrals, but also allows, in both cases, to reduce the scaling to O(N 4 ). This is achieved in the SOS-MP2 case by a Laplace approach 48, 66, 67 and in dRPA by reformulating the correlation energy expression in terms of an imaginary frequency integral 49 .
The parallel algorithms for the calculation of the RI integrals within the GPW approach and for the computation of the MP2, SOS-MP2 and dRPA correlation energies within the RI approximation have been implemented in CP2K 68 . The presented parallel implementations display excellent parallel scalability and efficiency up to several thousands of processes and allow for correlation energy calculation on systems comprised of hundreds of atoms and thousands of basis functions within minutes. We also report the performance of hybrid implementations making use of graphics processing units (GPUs) showing further speed-up compared to a standard CPU-only implementation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follow: first the basic theoretical framework of each method together with the employed notation are introduced, then the the parallel implementations and performance are discussed in detail. Finally, several benchmark calculations for different condensed phase systems are reported in order to validate the proposed approaches.
Theory
In this section the theoretical framework of the methods is briefly presented referring to the original works for more details. First the resolution of the identity approximation for two electron repulsion integrals (ERIs) is introduced and then its application to the different correlation methods is formulated giving the working expressions employed in the implementations. Finally, the Gaussian and Plane-Waves scheme is reviewed and its application together with the RI approximation is discussed. The following index notation has been adopted: i, j, k, . . . refer to canonical occupied molecular orbitals (MOs), a, b, c, . . . to canonical virtual MOs, µ, ν, λ , . . . to atomic orbital basis set functions (AO), P, Q, R, . . . to auxiliary basis set functions (AUX). The one electron MO and AO functions are symbolized respectively with ψ and φ . The number of occupied and virtual orbitals is denoted by o and v, while the total number of primary and auxiliary basis functions as n and N a . In order to express, in general, the system size, the symbol N is used.
The Resolution of the Identity Approximation
The two electron repulsion integrals, in Mulliken notation, of the type (ia| jb) are of central importance for all the methods presented in this paper. Within the RI approximation 69, 70 , based on the Coulomb metric 71 , these integrals are factorized according to:
here the (P|Q) −1 are the matrix elements of the inverse of the matrix (P|Q), where each element is given by
The auxiliary basis set size N a grows only linearly with the system size 41 .
The main advantage of the RI approximation is that four center integrals of the type (ia| jb) are computed from three and two center ERIs. This allows to strongly reduce the effort for the integral computation without significant loss of accuracy 41, 72 .
Since the (P|Q) matrix is positive definite the calculation of (P|Q) −1 can be efficiently performed by a Cholesky decomposition of (P|Q)
followed by the efficient inversion of the triangular matrix L, such that:
In this way the factorization of the (ia| jb) integrals can be expressed in a compact form as:
Here B is a matrix with ov rows and N a columns, given by:
Since the three center integrals (ia|R) are computed starting from integrals over AOs (µν|R), the final expression for the B ia P elements reads:
where C is the MO coefficient matrix.
The computation of the B matrix can thus be summarized as follows. First the two center integrals (P|Q) are computed and from that, via Cholesky decomposition and triangular inversion, L −1 . These two steps formally scale O(N 2 ) and O(N 3 ), respectively. Then the three center integrals (µν|R) are computed and subsequently transformed using the C and L −1 matrices (Eq. (7)). In this case the integral computation requires formally O(N 3 ) operations while the integral transformations
This means that, within RI approximation, the asymptotically dominating time determining step in computing B is the index transformation scaling formally O(N 4 ).
RI-MP2 Method
In Second Order Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory, the correlation energy E (2) for a closed shell system is given by:
where ε a and ε i are orbital energies.
In a canonical MP2 energy algorithm the time limiting step is the computation of the (ia| jb) integrals obtained from the ERIs over AO (µν|λ σ ) via four consecutive integral transformations:
The computational effort for each of the four quarter transformations, if the occupied orbitals are transformed before the virtual, and sparsity is not considered, is O(
The application of the RI approximation to the MP2 energy calculation is straightforward 40 . It consists simply in the replacement of the (ia| jb) integrals with the approximated (ia| jb) RI The main reason for the speed-up observed in RI-MP2 lies in the fact that ERIs over four indices are replaced by ERIs over two and three indices, which strongly reduces the effort in the integral computation part. However, this means that the speed-up becomes less and less pronounced increasing the system size. Indeed, for large systems, when the O(N 5 ) step dominates, RI-MP2 and standard MP2 have a similar computational cost.
Laplace Transform Scaled Opposite-Spin RI-MP2 Method
The scaled opposite-spin second order correlation energy E (2) SOS is defined as 48, 63 :
where c SOS is a scaling factor (usually 1.3) and E
OS is the opposite spin component of the MP2
energy:
The energy denominator ∆ ab i j in Eq. (11) can be rewritten using the Laplace transformation 1/x = ∞ 0 e −xt dt so that 66, 67 :
The integral over t in Eq. (12) can be approximated by a numerical quadrature. Considering Nuadrature points E
OS can be written as:
where (ia| jb) represents an ERI calculated over scaled molecular orbitals defined as:
The Laplace SOS-MP2 energy can thus be evaluated employing a slightly modified version of a canonical MP2 algorithm at the price of O(N 5 ) operations. However, the introduction of the RI approximation, in this case, allows for a reduction of the formal computational effort to O(N 4 ) 48 .
In fact the integrals (ia| jb) within RI can be approximated as:
substituting equation Eq. (16) into Eq. (13) and carrying out the two independent summations over ia and jb gives:
The Q matrix is a N a × N a matrix calculated as:
This means that, for each quadrature point q, the calculation of the associated Q requires only O(ovN 2 a ) operations. The overall computational effort is thus O(N q ovN 2 a ). Since the number of quadrature points is independent of system size the RI-Laplace-SOS-MP2 method scales O(N 4 ).
The quadrature points can be found with a minimax approximation 74, 75 and as few as 6 − 8 points can yield micro-Hartree accuracy.
RI Direct Random Phase Approximation Correlation Energy Method
The RPA correlation energy 2 is given as the difference between the zero point energy of two harmonic oscillator excitation problems for which the first includes correlated ground state (RPA) and the second not (configuration interaction singles CIS) 64, 65, 76 :
where ω is the diagonal matrix of the positive RPA excitation energies that can be obtained from the non-Hermitian eigenvalue problem,
Within the direct-RPA (dRPA) approach, that is RPA without including exchange contributions 49, 65 , the orbital rotation Hessian matrices A and B are defined as:
here all matrices have dimension ov × ov. It is known from time dependent density functional theory that Eq. (21) can be transformed to a Hermitian problem 77 :
where
It can be finally shown that Eq. (20) can be rewritten in term of the square root of M as 76 : 
Here the frequency dependent matrix Q(ω) has size N a × N a and is given by
For a give ω, the computation of the integrand function in Eq. (27) 
RI Gaussian and Plane-Waves Method
The Gaussian and Plane-Waves (GPW) method has been shown to be an efficient approach for computing ERIs especially when periodic boundary conditions are considered 79 . The basis of the GPW approach for computation of the ERIs is the direct formulation of the half transformed integrals of the type (ia|λ σ ) in term of the electrostatic potential v ia of the pair density ρ ia
The form of the last equation is essentially identical to the one used in the GPW method 80 to compute matrix elements of the Hartree potential. Thus, the highly efficient implementation of that operation in CP2K 68 can be directly used and we refer to Ref. 81 for a detailed discussion.
Within the RI approximation, two types of ERIs have to be computed, the two center (P|Q) and three center (ia|P). Focusing on three center case, they are computed, Eq. (7), starting from the integrals over AOs that are subsequently transformed with the two matrices C and L −1 . Employing the GPW method, Eq. (28), the index transformation over the auxiliary basis can be avoided, since it is possible to directly compute half transformed integrals for an associated density ρ as
The same approach holds for the (P|Q) integrals with the only difference that the potential is calculate from the density associated to a single Gaussian auxiliary basis function.
Of central importance in GPW is then the representation of the density on a regular grid, which is equivalent to an expansion of the density in an auxiliary basis of plane waves (PW). The expansion is given by
where the sum over the reciprocal lattice vectors G is determined by the resolution of the grid. ρ P ( G)
are the Fourier coefficients of the density, and Ω is the volume of the simulation cell. Conventionally, the resolution of the grid is specified as the energy cutoff and reciprocal space (ρ P ( G)). In particular, for a grid with S grid points, the transformation can be performed in linear scaling time (O (S log S)). In reciprocal space, it becomes straightforward to solve the Poisson equation for the potential v P
and an additional back FFT (FFT −1 ) will yield the potential in real space. For G = 0 the value of the potential is set to zero, this corresponds to a constant shift to the potential (or redefinition of the vacuum level) 82 . Thanks to the orthogonality of the occupied-virtual orbitals this shift has no influence on the final value of the (ia|P) integrals 83 .
Note that the PW auxiliary basis is a natural choice for periodic systems, but it can equally be used for gas phase or surface calculations [84] [85] [86] . The simplicity of the GPW method has as a drawback that all-electron calculations are not possible, and that pseudopotentials have to be employed in order to have densities that are smooth. The Gaussian and Augmented Plane Wave (GAPW) scheme 87, 88 overcomes this limitation and is suitable for all-electron calculations, however our RI implementation is currently limited to the GPW method only.
Once the potential v P is available on a regular real space grid, the numerical integration over the basis functions is performed by summing the product of the value of the potential and the primitive Gaussian functions (PGFs) over the grid points. For a given |P), all matrix elements that are non-zero within a given threshold (ε grid ) can be obtained in linear scaling time.
A further gain in efficiency is obtained by employing a multi-grid technique that represents the potential v P on grids with increasingly coarser grid spacing. The accuracy of the multi-grid scheme is fixed by specifying a relative cutoff (E rel cut ) that specifies the E cut of the grid that will be employed for a primitive Gaussian function (PGF) with exponent 1.0.
Finally, (µν|P) integrals are transformed into MO ERIs using (sparse) matrix multiplication.
Introducing for a given |P) vector the matrix of ERIs S P (S P µν = (µν|P)), the ia elements of the matrix B ia P are obtained by two matrix multiplication as C † o S P C v , where C o and C v represent the coefficient matrices of the occupied and virtual orbitals. The multiplication by C o can exploit the sparsity of S P , implying an O (no) scaling per |P) vector, while the final multiplication can not exploit sparsity and is asymptotically dominant, scaling as O (onv). The thresholding in the sparse matrix multiplication is enforced using a threshold ε f ilter ≈ ε grid .
As we have shown for the MP2-GPW method 79 , the overall accuracy of the MP2 energy can be well controlled, and is on the order of 10 −7 − 10 −8 a.u. per heavy atom for E cut = 300 Ry, E rel cut = 50
Ry, ε f ilter = ε grid = 10 −8 .
Parallel Implementation of the RI-GPW methods
In this section the algorithms and the parallelization strategies for the methods introduced previously are presented and discussed in detail. The algorithms are split in two steps, the first deals with the computation of the ERIs (ia|P), Section 3.1, and is in common for all methods, the second is specific to the type of correlation energy calculated (Sections 3.2 to 3.4).
GPW Calculation of the (ia|P) ERIs
The pseudocode for the parallel algorithm for computing the (ia|P) ERIs with the GPW approach is presented in Figure 1 , while its main features are summarized in Table 1 , the rest of the section discusses this figure in detail.
The presented algorithm follows closely the integral computation part of our MP2-GPW method 79 with the main difference that all computation that were based on ia occupied-virtual pairs now are performed for auxiliary basis related quantities. The parallelization is achieved with a multi-level hybrid OpenMP/MPI scheme, and a careful process layout. The first level of parallelization corresponds to distributing the work performed for a single given auxiliary basis function φ P or
PR . The second level of parallelization corresponds to a distribution of these nearly independent calculations. The N p processes available in total are therefor split in N G groups, each group working on a given φ P or |P) and each consisting of N w processes (N p = N G N w ). The first level of parallelization is complicated, involving parallel FFTs, halo-exchanges, and sparse matrix multiplications over N w processes. However, this level is readily available, as it corresponds to the Assign each process its coordinate (n P , n w )
Create ranges [P n P start , P n P end ], [a n w start , a n w end ] Loop over P auxiliary basis functions (P n P start ≤ P ≤ P n P end ) Calculate density ρ P ( R) = φ P ( R) on the real space grid
Integrate potential in real space:
Collect and store
start ≤ a ≤ a n w end ) End P Loop Figure 1 : Pseudocode of the parallel algorithm for computing the B matrix of ERIs (ia|P) with the GPW approach.
standard parallelization scheme for DFT calculations in CP2K. 81 The second level of parallelization is more straightforward, since it only requires a few steps of inter-group redistribution of two center
The total work load for the integral computation is distributed by splitting the total number N a of auxiliary basis function into N G ranges [P n P start , P n P end ], each of them labeled with a given n P coordinate, and assigned to the corresponding group. Additionally, each of the N w processes within a group is given an index n w , so that a processes is uniquely identified by its coordinate (n P , n w ).
Finally, the a virtual index is split in N w ranges [a n w start , a n w end ], while a splitting of the occupied i is Table 1 : Features of the parallel algorithm for computing the B matrix of ERIs (ia|P) with the GPW approach expressed as "order of" the calculation parameters. n and N a number of primary and auxiliary basis functions, o and v number of occupied and virtual orbitals, S grid size, N G and N w number of groups and group size, N p number of processes. N G , N w and N p are related by N p = N G N w . The notation for the individual step is taken from the algorithm in Figure 1 .
Memory Execution Time
Generation of M P vectors:
Cholesky decomposition of (P|Q)
Generation of (ia|P) integrals (B matrix): The algorithm is split in two parts, the first related to the calculation of L −1 the second to the computation of the B matrix of (ia|P). In the two steps there are common features, in fact, in both cases, the basic structure of the GPW machinery can be recognized, consisting of a density ρ( R) calculation on the real space grid, the computation of the associated potential v( R) and the final integration of v( R) over Gaussian elements of the basis. The difference in the two cases is that for the computation of L −1 , ρ( R) is related to a single auxiliary basis function and the associated potential is integrand over the auxiliary basis set functions, while for the computation of the (ia|P)
PR and the integration is performed over pair elements of the primary basis (µν).
At the end of the first loop over auxiliary basis elements, each group stores a slice of the (Q|P) matrix (labeled as I P Q in the pseudocode in Figure 1 ) comprised all Q and P ∈ [P n P start , P n P end ]. In order to perform efficiently the Cholesky decomposition (Q|P) = LL T and subsequently the L inversion, the I P Q are redistributed into a 2D layout of a parallel distributed matrix as used in SCALAPACK.
Once the L −1 matrix is computed a similar redistribution procedure is again performed in order to collect the rows of
PR , all R, P ∈ [P n P start , P integrals. The time for the calculation of the S P matrix is linear scaling with the system size for a given P, since only pairs of overlapping Gaussians (µν| need to be considered, and only a finite number of grid points within a spherical region around the center of the PGF is required. This implies that the total time for the integration of the potential in the RI-GPW method is O(N 2 ), which is a great reduction compared to the canonical GPW-MP2 algorithm, where the corresponding task
Moreover, another advantage of the RI-GPW method, compared to standard RI integral implementation, is that only two integral transformations from AO to MO basis are required. The third transformation, which in conventional RI-MP2 implementation is performed as
PR , and requires O(ovN 2 a ) operations, is no longer needed.
At the end of the RI-GPW integral algorithm each process stores the matrix elements B P ia for all i, P ∈ [P n P start , P n P end ] and a ∈ [a n w start , a Assign to each group G its coordinate in the subgroup n R Collect B P ia from all other processes with same coordinate (n R , n w ) Distribute IJ batches over the N G groups (I ≤ J, batch size of I and J given by B S ) Loop over IJ batches (IJ ∈ my_G IJ ) Collect A i aP = B P ia and E j aP = B P ja , (i ∈ I, j ∈ J, all P, a ∈ [a n w start , a n w end ]) from all other processes in R with my same n w coordinate Loop over i j (i ∈ I, j ∈ J)
start , a 
RI-MP2 Method
Once the integrals (ia|P) are available the calculation of the RI-MP2 energy, in a serial algorithm, is straightforward, since the only tasks are related to the (ia| jb) integral generation, Eq. (5), and the energy accumulation, Eq. (8).
In a parallel algorithm the main complication is introduced by the distributed storage of the (ia|P) integrals. In particular, due to the features of the of the RI-GPW algorithm, previously described, each process stores elements B P ia for all occupied i, P ∈ [P n P start , P n P end ] and a ∈ [a n w start , a n w end ]. Since N w is usually small compared to the total number of processes, the virtual index a is distributed over a small number of MPI tasks within the group G while the auxiliary index P is distributed over the large amount of N G groups.
In our RI-MP2 parallel algorithm, the (ia| jb) integral generation proceeds as follow: first the independent i j pairs (i ≤ j) are statically distributed over the N G groups, for each i j pair, the full range of the auxiliary index P is collected on a local buffer from all other groups, while keeping the virtual index distribution within the group, finally the (ia| jb) integrals are generated for the actual i j pair in a matrix-multiplication fashion (Eq. (5) The pseudocode of the RI-MP2 energy calculation algorithm is sketched in Figure 2 and the main features of the algorithm are summarized in Table 2 . In a first stage, according to the available memory the replication group size N r is defined and integrals are replicated among processes. As shown in Table 2 the time involved in this step increases linearly with the logarithm of the number of replication group N R , while it decreases when the number of processes (N G N w ) is increased.
We have observed that a ratio N R /N G of ∼ 0.1 is usually a good compromise between the time necessary for the replication and the gain in communication in the subsequent phase.
Once the R subgroups have been created and the B P ia integrals replicated, the maximum possible batch size B S is defined based on the available memory per process. The total number of IJ batches (I ≤ J) are then distributed statically over the groups. For load balancing reasons, the number of IJ batches is restricted to be a multiple of the number of groups N G and the remaining i j single pairs are again statically distributed over groups.
At this point, each group loops over its assigned IJ batches and, collects the A i aP = B P ia and j aP = B P ja integrals from the other members of the replication group R. The index ranges are i ∈ I, j ∈ J, all P, a ∈ [a n w start , a In the presented algorithm, the time determining step is the (ia| jb) integral generation that is essentially a local matrix-matrix multiplication. This allows to fully exploit the performance of highly optimized routines, such as DGEMM. Moreover, this step can be further accelerated by employing a hybrid implementation that utilizes graphics processing units (GPUs).
RI-dRPA Method
The presented dRPA correlation energy implementation is based on the method developed by Eshuis et al. 49 . In this approach, the calculation of the integral in Eq. (27) is accomplished by Clenshaw-Curtius numerical quadrature 78 . Here, only the main features of such a method are reported referring to the original paper for more details.
Given Nuadrature points, the working expressions for the numerical quadrature of Eq. Loop overuadrature points (q ∈ {q my })
Global summation of E RI-dRPA c across the integration groups Figure 3 : Pseudocode of the parallel algorithm for computing the RI-dRPA energy from the ERIs (ia|P) and Clenshaw-Curtius numerical quadrature of Eq. (27) .
are:
where a is a scaling parameter that ensures that the grid points are adaptively distributed over the spectrum of eigenvalues of matrix M (Eqs. (24) and (25)). Following ref 49 , the calculation of a can be performed with O(N 2 ) computational cost, in our algorithm the bisection method is used instead of Newton-Raphson.
The pseudocode of the parallel algorithm for the calculation of E RI-dRPA c is reported in Figure 3 .
The parallel algorithm is based on a two level work load distribution. The first level corresponds to the distribution of the work necessary for a given quadrature point q, the second to the distribution of the independent quadrature points over subgroups of processes (the integration groups R).
The second level of parallelization is straightforward, first, according to the available memory, the minimum size N min r for the integration group is defined. Then, the actual size N r is obtained such that N r ≥ N min r and the number of integration group N R = N G /N r is an exact divisor of the total number of quadrature points N q . In this way, each integration group R has an identically sized N q /N R subset of quadrature points {q my }.
Once N r is defined, the B matrix, defined in SCALAPACK format, has to be made available within the integration group R. This is accomplished in two steps. In the first step, the parallel distributed matrix B, of size ov × N a , is allocated over the members of R, each process in R is identified with its coordinate n r . Subsequently, the locally held data (the (ia|P) = B P ia distributed as described in Section 3. giving the total cost reported in table Table 2 .
After the B matrix is created, the algorithm proceeds independently for each integration group.
As a first task the matrix B is calculated as G(ω)B. Since G(ω) is a ov × ov diagonal matrix 
where the U matrix is the Cholesky decomposition of Q(ω) + 1.
Laplace-RI-SOS-MP2 method
The Laplace-RI-SOS-MP2 algorithm is closely related to the RI-dRPA algorithm, in fact in both cases a numerical quadrature is required together with an O(N 4 ) matrix-matrix multiplication step.
Contrary to the RI-dRPA case, optimal integration grids for the numerical quadrature in Laplacetransform MP2 method can be obtained relatively easily. In fact, the energy denominator ∆ ab i j depends only on the occupied and virtual orbital energies such that ∆ ab i j ∈ [E min , E max ], where E min = 2(ε LUMO − ε HOMO ) and E max = 2(ε max − ε min ) being ε max and ε min the maximum and minimum value of the orbital energies respectively. This implies that, in order to reach reasonable accuracy (10 −5 − 10 −6 Hartree) in the computation of the E
OS , in general, much less integration points are required compared to the RI-dRPA case. Different quadrature techniques such as Gauss-Laguerre, Gauss-Legendre 89 , and least-squares (LS) quadrature 67 have been employed. In our implementation, the minimax approximation 74, 75 has been adopted. The minimax approach has some appealing features such as uniformity of the error along the whole range and error of alternating sign, leading to possible error cancellation. It has been shown that the minimax method in the Laplace-transform MP2 framework remarkably outperforms classical quadrature techniques, while giving comparable accuracy compared to the LS approach 90 . Assign to each integration group R its subset of quadrature points {q my }
Create the matrix B of size ov × N a distributed within the integration group R Collect B P ia integrals from all other processes and fill B matrix Calculate E min = 2(ε LUMO − ε HOMO ) and E max2(ε max −ε min ) Calculate ∆ R = E max /E min According to N q and ∆ R calculate minimax weight {w * q } and abscissa {t * q } Scale minimax parameters w q = w * q /E min , t q = t * q /E min Loop overuadrature points (q ∈ {q my })
Loop over local columns P Loop over local rows ia
OS across the integration groups Figure 4 : Pseudocode of the parallel algorithm for computing the Laplace-RI-SOS-MP2 energy from the ERIs (ia|P) and the minimax approximation for the numerical quadrature in Eq. (18) .
As shown in the pseudocode given in Figure 4 , the algorithm for computing E
OS proceeds in the same way as in the RI-dRPA case till the generation of the B matrix. When the B matrix has been replicated and redistributed within each integration group, the minimax parameters {w * q } and {t * q } are determined for the range ∆ R = E max /E min , that is equivalent to find the minimax approximation of the 1/x function for x ∈ [1, ∆ R ]. These parameters are then scaled by E min , that is, the range of the approximation is shifted to [E min , E max ].
Each integration group R will perform all the tasks for its preassigned quadrature points {q my } in parallel within the members of R. The required tasks for a given quadrature point consist in updating the B matrix with the actual weight w q and abscissa t q , perform the matrix-matrix multiplication Q = B T B and increment the E 
Hybrid CPU/GPU Implementations
For the methods presented in this paper, the time determining step, from a computational complexity point of view, is a matrix-matrix multiplication. In the case of the parallel RI-MP2
algorithm it is a process-local matrix multiplication (DGEMM), while in the other two cases it is a parallel matrix multiplication (PDGEMM).
New accelerator hardware, such as graphics processing units (GPUs), can perform these operations efficiently, with a performance exceeding that of several traditional CPU codes both in time to solution as well as energy efficiency.
In the current GPU implementation, only the matrix multiplication step is performed on the GPU.
This implies that the impact is limited to sufficiently large systems, where this part is dominating.
Benchmark Calculations

Computational Details
The EXX/RPA Formalism
The exact exchange (EXX) and random phase approximation correlation energies formalism (EXX/RPA) has been extensively applied to a large variety of systems including isolated molecules [5] [6] [7] [8] 10, 37, 50, [91] [92] [93] , solids [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] , surfaces 96, [99] [100] [101] [102] and van der Waals bonded crystals [103] [104] [105] .
Within the framework of EXX/RPA formalism the total energy is given as: (37) where the right-hand side terms of last equation are the DFT total energy, the exchange-correlation DFT energy, the exact exchange and the RPA correlation energy respectively. The sum of the first three terms is referred as the Hartree-Fock (HF) energy calculated employing the DFT orbitals, and in the following will be denoted simply as HF@DFT. The last term correspond to the RPA correlation energy computed using the DFT orbitals and orbital energies and will be referred as RPA@DFT.
The calculation of the E EXX/RPA tot for a given system is thus performed by first converging the self consistent field (SCF) procedure with a given DFT method. Then the ground state single-particle wave functions and orbital energies are used as input to compute the EXX energy and the RPA correlation energy.
All EXX/RPA calculations reported in this work have been performed employing Kohn-Sham
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) 106 orbitals as input unless otherwise stated.
Basis Sets, Thresholds and Pseudopotentials
The RI-GPW methods as implemented in CP2K 68 and RI-dRPA.
Geometries and Cohesive Energies
For all crystals, supercells have been generated by replicating the unit cell, so that the smallest edge was larger than 9Å, in order for the Γ-point approximation to be reasonable. The experimental geometries of the molecular crystals have been retrieved from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) 115 . The positions of the hydrogen atoms of these geometries have been further relaxed at the DFT/BLYP 116,117 level employing the cc-TZVP basis set, unless otherwise stated. The main features of the structure of each crystal, together with the supercell used in the calculation and the CSD refcode, are reported in the supporting information or can be recovered from our previous work on the GPW-MP2 method 79 . The LiH crystal geometry is based on the experimental value of the lattice parameter (a = 4.084 Å) .
The counterpoise (CP) corrected cohesive energy per molecule at a given volume V has been computed as 118 ,119
Here, N mol is the number of molecules per supercell, E supercell (V ) the total energy of the supercell, 
Accuracy of the Methods
In this section the accuracy of the presented methods is discussed. Three significant approximations can be identified as possible sources of error.
The lowest level approximation is related to the GPW method for which an auxiliary PlaneWaves basis is introduce in order to express the fitting densities in the reciprocal space. We have shown that the GPW approach for calculation the MP2 energy introduce negligible error, and the setting specified in Section 4.1 are sufficient to provide an error below 10 −7 a.u per heavy atom 79 .
The second approximation refers to the RI methods, for which an auxiliary basis of localized Gaussians is introduced in order to factorize the two electron repulsion integrals. We have tested the accuracy of the RI approximation only in the MP2 energy case, since no reference dRPA energies have been calculated due to the high O(N 6 ) computational cost. However, it has been shown that the magnitude of the error introduced by RI is of the same order for the MP2 and dRPA energies 8, 49 .
The largest deviation observed is related to the case of the Benzene crystal for which the absolute error is 1.78 milli-Hartree corresponding to approximately 10 −5 Hartree per atom.
The last possible source of error concerns only the RI-dRPA and RI-SOS-MP2 methods for which an integral quadrature scheme is required. Figure 5 shows the convergence of the absolute error with respect to the number of quadrature points for the two methods for three different condensed phase systems. In both cases, an exponential convergence is observed. For the ClenshawCurtius quadrature scheme, employed in the dRPA case, 20 − 30 quadrature points are enough for micro Hartree accuracy. For the minimax approximation, used in the Laplace transformed SOS-MP2 method, the same accuracy is obtained with only 6 − 8 points. To assess the performance of the parallel algorithms a system made of 64 bulk water molecules has been chosen. The employed basis set is the cc-TZVP resulting in 265 occupied orbitals, 3648 primary and 8704 auxiliary basis functions. For the RI-dRPA case, 60 integration points have been used for the numerical quadrature.
Performance of the Methods
The speed-up and the parallel efficiency for the RI-MP2 and RI-dRPA methods are reported in Figure 6 . The Laplace-RI-SOS-MP2 method has not been reported since it is closely related to the RI-dRPA case. Both algorithms show good parallel scalability in a wide range, resulting in an efficiency around 80% for the 10240 processes run. At the full scale-out (30720 processes) the time for computing the RI-MP2 and RI-dRPA energies is 97 and 109 seconds respectively.
The main reason of the reduced efficiency in the RI-MP2 case is load imbalance, since the number of independent i j pairs starts to be of the same order as the number of processes for the largest runs. In the RI-dRPA case, the reduced efficiency is mainly related to the replication of the B matrix into each integration group R. Even if this step takes only 32 seconds for the full scale-out run it is significant for the total time.
In Table 3 The RI-dRPA method is as expensive as the RI-MP2 method for the smaller systems, but becomes cheaper than the latter for larger systems due to the better asymptotic scaling of O(N 4 ).
Finally the RI-MP2 method shows a speed up compared to the canonical MP2 energy calculation that ranges from 9.8 up to a maximum of 17.3. Table 4 : Benchmark calculations for the hybrid CPU/GPU implementation of the RI-MP2 and RI-dRPA methods, time in min.@CRAY-XK7, 3200 cores, 200 GPU. The meaning of the row entries is given in Table 3 . In the table the superscript H refers to the hybrid CPU/GPU implementations, if no superscript is specified the timing are referred to the standard (only CPU) implementation. In the case of RI-MP2 the subscript "mul" refers to the O(N 5 ) step of the algorithm, that is the (ia| jb) RI integrals generation (Eq. (5)). In the case of RIdRPA the subscript "mul" refers to the O(N 4 ) step in the algorithm, that is the calculation of Q(ω) = 2B T B (ω) performed as a parallel matrix-matrix multiplication. In order to assess the performance of the hybrid CPU/GPU implementations the same benchmark systems reported in Table 3 for the standard algorithms have been used. The results are shown in Table 4 , where the data refer to the total execution time for computing the correlation energies and the time related only to the matrix-matrix multiplication step, labeled for both RI-MP2 and RI-dRPA as "mul". The superscript "H" denotes the case of the hybrid implementations, while the absence of superscript refers to the standard algorithms. The total execution timings in the case of the standard implementations can be found in Table 3 .
Performance of the Hybrid CPU/GPU Implementations
Comparing the total timings for computing the correlation energies with t mul , for the standard algorithms, it can be noted that this step requires between 50% to 80% of the total time. This sets the boundaries for the impact of the acceleration of this task on the speed-up of the overall calculation.
In Table 4 the speed-up of the matrix multiplication step is labeled as t mul t H mul . In the case of RI-MP2 the speed-ups range from 3.0 up to 4.3, while in the case of RI-dRPA the results are better resulting in speed-ups that are typically greater than 4.
The acceleration of the matrix-matrix multiplication by GPUs has a significant impact on the overall timing, giving a speed-up of 1.6 for the smaller systems to more than 2 for the larger ones where the matrix multiplication step is clearly dominant. In the limit of very large systems, the speed-up can be expected to be even greater than 3.
System Size Scaling
In order to validate the performance models listed in Tables 1 and 2 Table 1 ) (b) reports the total time for the (ia|P) integral generation (black line) together with the timing for the most expensive step for each individual method (see Table 2 ). Lines represent a linear two-parameter fit of the form y = bx a . The values of a for each task are reported in the legend.
and integration, and resulting in a 3 and a 4 for the first and second index transformation respectively. It is important to note here the Cholesky decomposition and the triangular inversion steps are not reported since, even having an expected scaling of O(N 3 ), the time associated with these steps is insignificant compare to the total for all sizes tested.
In Figure 7b the reported timing are related to the calculation of the (ia| jb) RI integrals, the Q(ω) = 2B T B (ω) and the Q = B T B , respectively for the RI-MP2, RI-dRPA and RI-SOS-MP2 methods. Also in this case the formal scaling of the individual step is confirmed to be 5 for RI-MP2 and 4 for the other two methods. The smaller prefactor observed for RI-SOS-MP2 compared to RI-dRPA is due to the lower number of points required in order to reach the same integration accuracy in the numerical quadrature. Due to its favorable features, such as large band gap, simple unit cell and absence of heavy atoms, the LiH crystal has been widely used as benchmark system in condensed phase electronic structure calculations 35, 79, 112, [122] [123] [124] [125] . In this section the estimated complete basis set (CBS) limit of the RI-MP2 and RI-dRPA contributions to the cohesive energy of LiH crystal are reported and discussed. In order to do so, two extrapolations have been performed, the first with respect to the cell size going to infinity, the second with respect to the basis set.
Solid LiH
The counterpoise corrected contributions to the cohesive energy of LiH for various basis set and cell sizes together with the extrapolated values are summarized in Table 5 . The calculation of the RIdRPA energies as well as the EXX contributions have been performed with input electronic orbitals and orbital energies obtained from self-consistent PBE calculation. They are denoted respectively as RI-dRPA@PBE and HF@PBE. The calculation have been performed up to the supercell 4 × 4 × 4 . X=D,T,Q for the cc-DZVP, cc-TZVP and cc-QZVP respectively.
RI-MP2 RI-dRPA@PBE The estimate for the size converged limit, for a given basis set (E n→∞ X ), has been obtained employing the extrapolation formula E n X = E n→∞ X + S(n × a) −3 where n is the number of repetitive cells considered and a is the lattice parameter. The choice of the exponent −3 used in the extrapolation has been inspired by the long range behavior of both MP2 and dRPA pair energy, following the London law C 6 /d 6 i j , with d i j being the distance between the center of two charge distributions 25, 126 , and integrating over all pairs in the crystal for which d i j ≥ d. For all the basis sets considered, the E n→∞ X value has been obtained by a three points extrapolation for cell sizes ranging from 2 × 2 × 2 to 4 × 4 × 4. In the case of the cc-QZVP basis the additional point E 4 Q has been obtained as
This extrapolation is justified by the observation that the ratio between the energies per formula unit for two consecutive cell sizes
converges quickly with respect to the basis set for both MP2 and dRPA. In fact, as shown in Table 6 , the difference of
in going from the cc-TZVP to the cc-QZVP basis is of the order of 10 −4 for both RI-MP2 and RI-dRPA. Moreover, the difference between the computed result E 3 Q and the extrapolated E
is of the order of few tenth of µE h for both RI-MP2 and RI-dRPA, validating the approach.
In order to obtain the CBS, the size extrapolated results for each basis set have been finally cc-TZVP and cc-QZVP respectively) 33, 34 . The fits are shown in Figure 8 and the extrapolated values reported in Table 5 .
Finally, the complete basis set limit of the cohesive energy of LiH is estimated to be 44 for the dRPA@PBE contribution to the cohesive energy is slightly larger that the pure MP2 result, the total cohesive energy given as (HF+dRPA)@PBE is underbinding compared to the HF+MP2
value. This behavior is in agreement with the trend observed for the atomization energies reported in several previous studies 7, 8, 10, 50 .
Cohesive Energy of Molecular Crystals
The counterpoise corrected cohesive energy for several molecular crystals, calculated at different level of theory using the experimental crystal cell parameters and employing the cc-TZVP basis, are reported in Table 7 .
Together with the RI-MP2 results also the MP2 values, taken from our previous work 79 , have been reported as reference in order to assess the accuracy of the RI approximation. As shown in Table 7 , the error introduce by the RI approximation is, also in this case, negligibly small, resulting in an error of a few tenth of kJ/mol in the final value of cohesive energy.
In the case of EXX/dRPA method, the effect of different input orbitals in the computation of the counterpoise corrected cohesive energies has been tested. The tested reference wave-functions have been chosen with a decreasing fraction of non-local exchange, ranging from the pure Hartree-Fock (100%), to PBE (0%), passing through B3LYP 117,120,121 (20%) and PBE0 127 (25%). As shown in Table 7 the decreasing fraction of non-local exchange, in general, results in an increase of the dRPA and a decrease of the EXX contributions to the cohesive energy. As noted in previous studies on vdW bonded molecular crystals 104, 105 , these two effects have roughly the same magnitude resulting, in most cases, in a cancellation in the final value of the EXX/dRPA cohesive energy. The smallest root-mean-square deviation (RMSD), compared to the experimental sublimation enthalpies, is observed for the case in which PBE0 is used, even if the difference in RMSD with the other EXX/dRPA cases is quite small.
Finally, the obtained cohesive energies with the EXX/dRPA method are systematically underbinding the molecular crystals compared to the MP2 case, giving a slightly larger RMSD.
Conclusions
With the present work, a novel method for the resolution of identity approximation applied to the calculation of electron repulsion integrals over molecular orbitals, based on the Gaussian and Plane Waves approach is introduced. The ground foundation of this method lies in the way the three center electron repulsion integrals of the type (µν|P) are computed, that is, by direct integration between the product of the Gaussian basis function (µν| and the electrostatic potential arising from the RI fitting densities (P| = ∑ R (R|L −1 PR . This approach has been shown to be efficient, accurate and robust for periodic systems, furthermore it displays a measured scaling of the computational effort that grows only quadratically with the system size. In addition to that, it offers a straightforward way for parallel implementation.
The RI approximation has been applied to the calculation of the correlation energy at the MP2, SOS-MP2 and dRPA level of theory for finite and extended systems. Massively parallel algorithms have been developed for each of these methods, displaying excellent parallel scalability and efficiency up to ten thousands of processes. Furthermore, it has been shown that a hybrid CPU/GPU implementation can result in speed-ups to individual steps of the algorithm up to a factor 4.5 and around a factor 2 for the global calculation compared to the standard only CPU implementation.
The RI approximation introduces negligible error in the final energy evaluation while giving a speed-up, in the case of RI-MP2, of a factor 10 to 15 compared to the standard GPW-MP2
implementation. In the SOS-MP2 and dRPA cases, the energy evaluation is carried out by a numerical integration procedure that allows to reduce the computational effort to O(N 4 ). The numerical quadrature schemes has been shown to converge exponentially with respect to the number of grid points, such that, for systems with a sizable gap, 6-8 and 20-30 points are enough for micro
Hartree accuracy in the case of SOS-MP2 and dRPA respectively.
Several benchmark calculations have been reported, showing that correlation energy calculations, at the different level of theory presented, can be performed within minutes for systems containing hundreds of atoms and thousands of basis functions.
